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ABSTRACT
The goals of competition law and policy play a notable navigator in law enforcement and lead to new rule inauguration regimes. However, Vietnam avoids signifying its goals in all two competition law versions, the Vietnamese Competition Law 2004 and the Vietnamese Competition Law 2018. The practical merger regulation has been thus confusing in the circumstances. Be continued with the lengthy controversial discussions in the academic world; the paper opens the comparative approach to other major jurisdictions. Rather than the Asian earlies system of Japanese anti-monopoly law or the European Union’s primary youngest competition law, the United States antitrust law contributes to the original explanation of the law’s objectives and directions. It experiences that Vietnam could maintain the diverse goals of competition law with its priority interests. Rejecting the aspect of free and fair competition, or the workable competition, the analysis traces the identification of effective competition mainly according to the European Union’s perspective. Notably, the industrial policy takes a significant connection with the competition policy; however, it does not always ensure competition law enforcement. Be mainly based on Japanese historical achievement; the paper leads to an appropriate direction to resolve this complicated relationship between the two conflict but reciprocity policies. These implications will contribute to enhancing the legalization of competition law in Vietnam.
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INTRODUCTION: VIETNAMESE IGNORANCE OF INSTALLATION OF COMPETITION LAW’S GOALS

In developing an adequate legal institution for the market-oriented economy, Vietnam has recognized the competition law’s critical role. Among many things that need regulatory descriptions, identifying goals for the law brings meaningful evolvement.² However, Vietnam has been nervous about such legislation because of a short period of experience for the reform building the new economic development model and the newly legal field of antitrust law. At least till the eve enactment of the VCL of 2004, Vietnam was like the white paper familiar with several strange concepts and notions of the competition law. More remarkably, there was an expertise idea that Vietnam did not have an unnecessary demand for independent competition law and could regulation market competitive behaviors by codifying other relevant laws instead.¹ As a result, Vietnam launched the VCL of 2004 without provisions concerning the goals of the law. This status remains unchanged after nearly fifteen years of implementing the competition law and policy in Vietnam.

Under the academic discussion, it has persisted a debate on this topic. Before the enactment of the VCL 2004, almost all discussions approached the law the freedom of competition. It exceptionally positioned the law from aspects to enhancing the freedom of business conducting.⁴–⁶ They functioned the law to protect small business operators, consumers, and insurance for competition and public interests.⁵,⁷ For latter arguments, particularly in the adjusted bill of the VCL of 2018, the popular ideology has provided no much progressive change. It commonly targeted the competitive environment, which could further drive economic progress in manners of fairness and justice.⁸ Continuously, the notions of free competition, consumer interests, and enterprises’ competitiveness remained for the proposal sketching Vietnamese competition law’s objectives.² Indeed, other scholars also emphasized the goals for boosting the economic, industrial, and even trade advancements for competition law. The scholar considered the goal of fair competition protection as the method for state regulations to economic actions.⁵ Also, there has been an expansion of competition law to different ministries’ administrative activities because this proposed competition policy could supply the macroeconomic ground for competition law.
implementation. They understood that it should be necessary for competition authorities to incorporate with other governmental agencies to halt anti-competitive appearances.

The embarrassing approach could come from the original policy of competition in Vietnam. Aside from many statements for the competition law, which targets "the fair, regulatory and polite competitive environment," and "the preservation of competition, the defeat of monopoly, unfair competition as well as restraints of trade" (Sec. 4.1 and 4.2) Vietnam had faltered out the policy for competition and business collusions. Remarkably, the scholar underlined that such an approach supplied the foundation for workable competition law in Vietnam (Sec. 4.1,12).

However, many arguments narrowed the conventional approach for the competition law in Vietnam, especially recent contributions. Commonly, the other economist soon identified the two side effects of competition: advantages and disadvantages for development also. From the market failures under the regimes of "invisible hand" and its adverse outcomes, in the beginning, Tran Dinh Hao highlighted the essentials of the anti-monopoly act. Among confusing discussions, Nguyen Nhu Phat and Bui Xuan Hai also characterized the competition law as the "anti-monopoly law" with the manners of restrictions, defeating and punishments but the destruction of reasonable monopoly. Nguyen indicated that the law merely combats unlawful monopolization and its abuse.

More importantly, the Vietnamese Communist Party's policy also admitted such a new corresponding approach to the competition law's goals and functions. In the new Resolutions, Vietnam emphasized the target to "the effective control of business monopoly and effective and efficient implementation of fair competition policy" (Sec. 4.1) and "the ensures of competition injustice and transparency for enterprises from all economic sectors." Notably, in the 12th National Committee of the Communist Party in Vietnam in 2016, Vietnam emphatically stated that it would put the state-owned enterprises into the market economy's mechanism and distinguish their business actives from political duties for the countries. Unfortunately, the new VCL of 2018 remains silent on law goals even it has absorbed these perspectives for different modifications. In actuality, Art. 6 regards the state's policies on the competition. Nonetheless, it would be the policies' goals, which are inclined to enhance competitiveness on the market and economy. Therefore, to certain extents, this concern stands for the industrial policy's approach. Ultimately, it could say that the issuance now flies without the mastered orientation for the statute's objective. Of course, it also influences the merger regulation; and, the embarrassed provisions relevant to the merger's appraisal factors and the procedure could exhibit this fact. Furthermore, it is strange that the law's goals were left behind even its bill had a grave concern.

It is anticipated that the future implementation of competition law without navigator remains challenging. Based on the previous mast debate, the writing will connect to the universal approach to competition law's goals for Vietnamese implications. Indeed, this approach becomes more and more popular under international integration, uniquely when scholars have determined that the law characterizes to be truthful, social and thus tends to be universal. Vietnam mainly benefits it for harmony to the new generation of bilateral and plural agreements it has been signing. For Vietnamese competition law and its merger regulation, the comparative research method becomes important when current provisions do not supply the asymptotic formula in connecting with other outstanding jurisdictions.

It begins with selecting compared legal systems, including Japan, the EU, and the US. The inclusion of three majority jurisdictions, which come from the three main parts of the world, could supply the universal confluence. Moreover, at the start, the dissertation aims for Japan and the EU to extract familiar experiences, and the United States to acquire a clear explanation for the origins. Notably, Vietnam seems to be familiar with the initial period of enactment and implementation of the JAA in Japan. In history, Japan was reluctant to adopt the strict antitrust law under the US Occupation after World War II. At the same time, however, it had a significant demand for rebuilding the economy collapsed for the War. For instance, Korea decided to drop the competition law bill for its industrial policy many times. It appears that Vietnam introduced the VCL of 2004 and even the current VCL of 2018 when it had not enough conditions for full and effective implementation, and there have been controversial ideas from the academic discussions. Thus, the experience from Japan will be significant for Vietnam.

---


Under this direction, the discussion would be followed by two main sections. First, it will come across the significant confluence of the US, EU, and Japan’s goals within their competition laws. Of course, there exists an undeniable fact that the convergence lies by the divergence. Next, the following section leads to the manifest design of the Vietnamese competition law’s goals. Notably, the suggestion introduces a distinction between competition policy goals and the standby industrial policy that frequently confuses the current debate. The discussion then closes with the Conclusion in which it states the importance of competition law with its apparent objectives. In particular, it presents worthy of remark outline for the convergent suggested goals of competition law in Vietnam.

THE MAJOR CONFLUENCE OF THE US, EU, AND JAPANESE COMPETITION LAWS’ GOALS

On the US incline in customer welfare protection

It should come with the US’s goals in the antitrust law first. It was the matter when there had been controversial ideas on antitrust law goals in the US. The US Congress, during the time passing the Sherman Act, intended to deal with two things: Competition for protection and the monopoly for prevention. The critical issue was that some initial discussions departed from the common law approach, particularly the contract law and the corporation law, surrounded by the “restraint of trade” in such legal perspectives. Indeed, it was not easy to conclude that the common law of trade restraints concerns would not apply to modern antitrust regulation demands. It was challenged more and more when Sherman altered the bill’s terminology, and the Sherman Act was passed with the words of “restraint of trade” at the beginning. As a result, the considerations continuously went with the classical concept of “competition” under the classical economics theory, whose examination provided the “emphasis on liberty and freedom from coercion.” Moreover, the base for the protection of competition in common law originally came from an ideology of social good. Even though under the basic inspired progression of the importance of competition, the processors remained nervous and usually thought about the “appropriate limits of competition policy” for “the same opportunity to all.”

Nevertheless, some explanations maintained that Congress found a way to save “the equal opportunity and equal access for small business” with an explicit description that “concentration of resources in the hands of a few” was viewed as a social and political catastrophe as well. Previously, George J. Stigler was also concerned about the opposition to big business for small businesses, which was parallel in addition to “the opposition came from areas with potential monopolizable industries.” Exceptionally, he sent this argument even when he had identified “the actual inroads of large enterprises on small businesses were still in an early stage.”

Others countered that the small business protection was not a US antitrust law’s object in initial. Indeed, business efficiency was an obvious Congress’ concern, which was why the parliament had never let the law interfere. Instead of other things, according to Robert H. Bork, the US antitrust law’s most important objective was to protect customer welfare. As a logic, it was to affirm that small producer could benefit from measures to such an achievement, which happened coincidently. In principle, the aim was that the small’s interests must be rational and not be conflicting with consumer welfare. By contrast, Congress certainly “chose consumer welfare as decisive.”

Robert H. Bork previously explained that the court had no enough durable power to utilize different standards despite its broad discretion empowered by the legislature. The idea existed even, for the practical aspect, the court came with the protection of small business, and override “its consumer-oriented goals,” frequently. The US Congress made a hint of the small producer in front of the paramount of consumer welfare. It was because it acknowledged that “the law should not interfere with business efficiency.” Moreover, as Congress’s determination, it was because “monopoly itself was lawful if it was gained and maintained only by superior efficiency.” Contrarily, if small business protection was put into “an inch beyond the bounds of the consumer-welfare rationale” in the breaking monopolies of the antitrust norm could bring the backfire. It was because such inventions “would be to impose lower output and higher prices upon consumers” sometimes.

Therefore, Robert H. Lande concluded that it was not convenient...
to bring the US antitrust law’s historical aspect of protecting small producers as its end.\textsuperscript{28}
Fortunately, small business interests and consumer welfare often came together and complementarily supporting each other to some extent.\textsuperscript{27} According to many scholars, however, it would be apparent in looking up the Sherman Act’s initial goals, one of the old statutes with its more than one-century establishment, by such an Act’s historical preceding. From that viewpoint, Robert H. Bork in 1966 based his research on the “legislative intent” and the first Sherman’s attention on his previous bills.\textsuperscript{27} Rudolph J. Peritz had a nearly similar approach while regarding “the primary strategy” and “their ultimate goal” of Sherman and others under the first bill of 1888, which was to “enhance the consumer’s well-being.”\textsuperscript{29}
As a result, Robert H. Bork plainly stated that the Sherman Act’s primary aim was to protect consumer welfare. Of course, the goal of protection to consumer welfare was on a rule applicable for monopolizing mergers, even in the US antitrust law in latter; however, the application “may appear less unequivocally to imply a consumer welfare rationale.”\textsuperscript{30} Alongside the scenario for “full and free competition,” Sherman, in the Speech clarifying his original bill, also implies the goal to “advance the cost to the consumer”\textsuperscript{27,29}.
Also, Sherman’s statement may lead Robert H. Lande to more arguments in his writing in 1982. He found that the US Congress passed the Sherman Act for “further economic objects,” however, the basic one among them was the fair distribution of wealth. That was not fairness, wealth, or distribution in general and not “an efficiency nature” but, in other words, a promotion for wealthy distribution. According to Robert H. Lande, what one call for the Congress principal concern was to refrain “firms with market power” from unfairly diverting wealth. Indeed, the “competitive markets would bring” that nutrition to consumers, and other concerns in logic subordinated to “the basic purpose of preventing firms with market power from directly harming consumers.”\textsuperscript{28}
For the same achievement as Robert H. Bork’s, Robert H. Lande diversely discussed more other so-call objectives among Congress’s intention and the Sherman Act’s ancient world, such as productive efficiency, small business incentive, and social and political concentration. Thus, it resulted in a slight divergence, but precision and variation of the direction of transformation on consumers’ wealth, which in turn contributed to the protection of consumers’ welfare.\textsuperscript{28}
Extremely, Robert H. Lande regarded productivity, for example, as free competition, which in theory created “efficient competitors” at the beginning, for the affirmation that what gained from such a situation was primarily sent to consumers. According to Harry First, Robert Bork made his opposite approach when he, in latter, 1978, concerned the allocative efficiency for ignorance of other political values in “arguing for the Chicago School.”\textsuperscript{31} For Harry First’s counterargument, Bork provided his examination without determining the substantive language of the law. As a result, it drew down that the US antitrust law aims for the allocative efficiency and consumer interests in the thin concept.\textsuperscript{31} However, it seemed that the monopolization would never “pass their efficiencies on to consumers” in front of the fact that consumer prices increased higher than before.\textsuperscript{28} It meant the consumers’ interests would be extracted by such an unfair price under “unfair transfers” of wealth from consumers to monopolies.\textsuperscript{28}
That may be why the leading economic theorists put the concept of allocative efficiency “on the verge” of their discovery. As Robert H. Lande cited, Senator Sherman explained that “it is sometimes said of monopolies that the producer can adjust his prices increased higher than before.”\textsuperscript{28} The suggestion for efficiency and big business promotion were, therefore, suddenly disappeared. The recommendation consequently boosted the US Congress’ expectation of efficiency straight forward the “hypothesis of consumer welfare,” what the courts should explain for their restriction on the adequate size in its turn also\textsuperscript{27,28}.
In practice, the US does not aim at the Sherman Act’s substantive language of the Clayton Act in the latter. From such discussions, one could identify the typical approach to the hypothesis of consumers’ interests, particularly when this flag officially becomes the poster on the FTC’s website\textsuperscript{27} and the DOJ’s confirmation even under the diversity of statements.\textsuperscript{33,34}
\textsuperscript{27}It labels that “the antitrust laws have had the same basic objective: to protect the process of competition for the benefit of consumers, making sure there are strong incentives for businesses to operate efficiently, keep prices down, and keep quality up.”
\textsuperscript{28}It defines that “the goal of the antitrust laws is to protect economic freedom and opportunity by promoting free and fair competition in the marketplace. Competition in a free market benefits American consumers through lower prices, better quality and greater choice. Competition provides businesses the opportunity to compete on price and quality, in an open market and on a level playing field, unhampered by anticompetitive restraints.”

\textsuperscript{29}He said, for example, that his bill sought “only to prevent and control combinations made with a view to prevent competition, or for the restraint of trade, or to increase the profits of the producer at the cost of the consumer.” The important historical background is that, according to Robert H. Bork, many senators in the US Congress at that time came to agree with this outline.
Outstandingly, both agencies remain this approach to the merger regulation. They emphasize in the Merger Guidelines that:

- Regardless of how enhanced market power likely would be manifested, the Agencies normally evaluate mergers based on their impact on customers. The Agencies examine effects on either or both of the direct customers and the final consumers. The Agencies presume, absent convincing evidence to the contrary, that adverse effects on direct customers also cause adverse effects on final consumers.1

On the Japanese persistence of free competition

For the Japanese story, Harry First contributed much to studying anti-monopoly law goals, especially under the US's comparison. However, unfortunately, he found that "Japanese-language sources devote only slight attention to the origins of the Act." In actuality, the JAA's presence came from the outside force. That was the US, as mentioned. The goal of the JAA, therefore, in the beginning, departed from the US approaches and suggestions for Japan.

The JAA concerns its goal into Art. 1. Nonetheless, it needs to come back with the original aims proposed by the Supreme Commander for Allied Powers (SCAP) among the US and Japan after World War II. At that time, it concerned "an equal opportunity for competition among participants." It also regarded the ignorance of the MITI's bill for the pre-war law's resemblance to strengthened cartels. The Japanese convention of the anti-monopoly law addressed a "connection between antitrust and deconcentration." Notably, it emphasized the destruction of the zaibatsu.

Moreover, Japan also proposed its law to "increase market access." Harry First recognized the foundation that Japan subjected to "the importance of competition in open markets," and made much concentration on small business who seemed to be harmfully targeted by the big companies' exclusive actions. As the active treatment, however, Japan did not abandon "larger firms," and the US at the end must agree that the preservation of "scale economies" needed to remain as "a continuing theme" on the Japanese norm of antitrust law.

Even in pursuing the promotion of "free competition" for the economy, Japan also made its proposal for the "national economic welfare," even though the US did not regard it in its draft. In history, consumer protection employed from the original model of the US mentioned in Art. 1 did not make much sense to Japan, mainly because of two reasons: the Japanese economy's demand, and the traditional Japanese approach of "a bureaucratic regulatory culture." In order words, Japan sounded to sacrifice consumer welfare, at least in the short-term, even in theory, the increase in consumer benefits could bring the rise of the national interest.

Another context in the Japanese goals of anti-monopoly law enforcement was the "public interest." Under Wakui Masako's research, it was one of three underlying regimes of Japanese anti-monopoly law's objectives extracted from Art. 1. According to Iyori Hiroshi, like what Masako analyzed, the JAA conducts this aim mainly to restrict "unreasonable restraint of trade" under chapter II, which takes place for the private monopolization. Japanese merger regulation later made it divergent for the definition of "unreasonable restraint of trade" from this aspect. In reality, the interpretation of this phenomenon under the Japanese perspective has been different from the US's application of a similar test under the Sherman Act.

Overall, what is addressed in Art.1 makes sense regarding the goals of the Japanese anti-monopoly regime. Among the diversity of critical objectives, the promotion of "fair and free competition" seems to be the underlying principle due to its initial statement in the Article and its clear definition in the Art. 2. And, the phrase "and thereby... secure the interests of general consumers" (Art. 1) could mean that the protection of consumer's interests remains significant and becomes a priority even though it has not appeared frequently.

Regarding how this objective locates, one could recognize that it has resulted from the foremost goals and the specific branch of law. In the merger regulation, the JFTC's Merger Guidelines sounds to be familiar with the US approach. Explicitly, it defined the market power, or the outcomes of "lessening competition," raised by the merger as consequences of decreasing output, diminishing innovation, or otherwise harmful conditions to customers rather than what is expressed in general in the Art. 2.4 According to Iyori Hiroshi, the interpretation needs more practical aspects, which could make two other regimes consist of the promotion of fair and free competition and the protection of consumers' interests.

1In practice, this approach remains to get counterarguments.
Japan’s direction altered in practice because of, for example, the various targets in economic development, especially the incentives for industrial policy. Therefore, it contributes to supply the diversity for Japan’s approach even though it seems to approach the protection of consumer welfare like the US.

**On the EU inauguration of effective competition**

It would not be too strict in tackling the EU competition law’s goals. Initially, in almost all situations, the discussions first and foremost mentioned the EU’s attempts in making rules for the protection of competition, particularly the process of competition, then moved to the other afterward. Overall, the EU’s fundamental competition rules were for the “vibrant and competitive economy”\(^4\).\(^4\).\(^5\)

On the one hand, the experts applied the competition policy to the “allocative efficiency”.\(^4\).\(^6\).\(^7\) When there appeared problems, notably raised on the neo-classical economic theory of perfect competition, on the other hand, the emphasis gave a movement, even from the “fairness and economic freedom," for the workable competition, or contestable markets.\(^1\),\(^4\),\(^7\),\(^8\).\(^9\) Ultimately, the concept of “effective competition,” the best imperfect competition,\(^5\) stopped the arguments as a significant achievement for the EU’s competition law.\(^4\)\(^8\).\(^9\).

The most crucial legal inclusions for this aim are the legal documents for competition law in the EU. From the ECT to the TFEU, the EU has remained to regard “competition” notably the “fair competition” on the preamble.\(^5\).\(^1\) However, in practice, the EU court expanded the objective to the “effective competition” \(^1\).\(^8\).\(^9\).\(^10\).\(^11\) As a result, for this goal, both the EU Merger Regulation 1989 and the EU Merger Regulation 2004 attempt to combat incompatible mergers for the need to maintain and develop effective competition in the common market.\(^1\)\(^4\),\(^7\),\(^8\),\(^9\) This objective accordingly has spread broadly till now.

Notwithstanding, the ongoing discussion emphasizes the EU’s competition law to address consumer welfare.\(^1\),\(^9\),\(^2\),\(^4\).\(^8\) The EU merger regulation could not lose this pathway on direction against the adverse effects of the marker power or monopolization.\(^5\).\(^6\).\(^7\).\(^8\).\(^9\). Therefore, the arguments suggest that the merger’s substantive test mostly concerns consumers’ “expense” on anticipating its anti-competitive effects.\(^5\).\(^7\).\(^8\). In other words, competition agencies must evaluate the merger based on “its impact on consumer surplus”\(^5\).\(^8\), and the application of remedies for anti-competitive mergers provide a matching contribution.\(^9\).

The others also prove the multi-approaches in outlining the EU competition law’s goals.\(^5\),\(^6\),\(^7\),\(^8\) Recently, Gerbrandy Anna has ever based the discussion on the EU “economic constitution” to aim the goals of competition law for its internal market modernization. The study attempted to prove that it would not be necessary only to bring the competition policy for consumer protection.\(^7\).\(^8\). In his Speech in 2001, the previous Commissioner Mario Monti stated that “the goal of competition policy, in all its aspects, is to protect consumer welfare by maintaining a high degree of competition in the common market.” He meant that, on protecting consumers’ interests, the merger control would not be “against mergers that create more efficient firms”\(^6\).\(^2\) Unsurprisingly familiar, Georges Vallindas also concerned about the ultimate consequence of reducing prices for consumers even mentioned the industrial policy with its promotion of “optional allocation resources”\(^4\).

This aspect has attracted much attention and supports. On top of the writing, Esteva Mosso Carles also made sure that the merger control rules need to preserve the “competitive market structures” along with ensuring that “consumers fully enjoy the benefits of competition.”\(^6\) Other scholars also considered the consumer welfare “in the technical at all,” and require the competitive process for the market. They interpreted that the allocative and productive efficiency of such a process of effective competition also results in consumer benefits.\(^4\).

As a result, the EU Merger Guidelines 2004 and 2008, for example, officially clarify that the “effective competition” that the EU merger regulation aims to protect and preserve would “bring benefits to consumers” ultimately \(^5\) at para.\(^5\),\(^6\),\(^4\) at para.\(^10\),\(^6\). Under Monti Giorgio’s observation, the EU moves towards economic efficiency and consumer welfare other than competition and the internal market’s integration.\(^1\),\(^9\) In detail, the effective competition on the market could contribute to the “low price, high-quality products, a wide selection of goods and services, and innovation” \(^4\) at para.\(^10\),\(^6\) at para.\(^8\). The protection of competition in merger control, in turn, benefits consumers regularly. As Johannes Laitenberger’s new
Speech, the EU competition law with its a-few-year-old infant merger control ensures consumers’ profits from products and services even though it has supplied different thorough 25 years. It is practical to focus that the law’s individual goal supplies the similarity and, particularly, differences among legal systems. To a certain extent, along with the specific diverse approaches, the common objectives could converge these countries in theoretical and practical aspects. Indeed, one could recognize the conventional approach in competition law goals in the EU from the US and Japan perspectives. In practice, the US’s “ideas, theories, and insights” affect the cEU’s debate and even “rage over the application of EU rules”. For example, Georges Valindas has cited Richard Posner for the recent discussion on “the only legitimate aim of competition law”.

THE MANIFEST SKETCH OF COMPETITION POLICY’S GOALS IN VIETNAM

The necessary emphasis on the diverse objectives

To aim the law to restrictions on anti-competitive behaviors, monopolizing processes, and any activities against the competitive environment, the explanation on the bill of competition law’s adjustment in 2018 expressed that the new law on competition directs to the protection of fair and justice competition and thereby supply the driving force to economic development. Soon before, the bill also stated that competition law needs to bring the goals to protect the enterprises’ and consumers’ legal interests. It sounds that the law functions brighter than the previous version; however, as seniors, the bill was confusing in front of the law’s multi goals. Of course, it could be simple to follow the regimes of unified interest rather than plural ones, such as the workable competition concentration as the Chicago school’s approach. The selection comes with the reason that it is not always easy to combine diverse objectives. The convergence and divergences of the US, Japan, and EU’s competition regimes could tell meaningful stories.

The above discussion sounds that these three legal systems converge to protect consumer welfare at the end. More excitingly, Japan and the EU are closer to their multi-approaches in the competition law’s objectives, even though the EU merely appears bright with the statement that “effective competition brings benefits to consumers,” for example, in its merger regulation. The EU historical enforcement also evidenced the consumer welfare in its contribution. Of course, it should note the small but significant difference between the EU and Japan, in which the EU regards the “effective competition” otherwise the “fair and free competition” of Japan.

In actuality, the analysis of Japan’s approach above reveals that Japan has been unsurprisingly reflecting the perspective of more complex plural interests. In Art. 1 of the JAA, Japan pronouns that the purpose of the law is:

- to promote fair and free competition, stimulate the creative initiative of enterprise, encourage business activity, heighten the level of employment and actual national income, and thereby promote the democratic and wholesome development of the national economy as well as secure the interests of general consumers (Art. 1).

In practice, several countries have turned the competition law to solve various problems like Japan and the EU; however, they popularly highly select only one concern as the priority. Brightly, the EU does not often aim the competition at its end, but mainly for consumer interests. For Japan, the expression appears to be that it mainly targets the preservation of competition, and “thereby,” the consumers’ interests would be the primary outcomes of such a promotion, especially in merger regulation.

It seems that the US does not count many goals for its antitrust law. In history, typically, it intended to halt trust and economic concentration. Like one of Japan’s goal, it thus concerned “public interest” and was not reluctant to recognize “advantages of cheapness or better service which honest, intelligent cooperation may bring” at the same time. One could find the approach to public interests in cases of Standard Oil Company of New Jersey et al. v. United States (1911), United States v. American Tobacco Company and American Tobacco Company v. United States (1911), or Brown Shoe Co. v. United States (1962). However, the school of Chicago’s arguments has changed the US approach in the 1970s. Be running far away from “the progressive or populist political preferences,” the merger regulation as well as the antitrust law in general, the discussions aimed the sole goal to the “consumer welfare”. Consequently, almost all mergers have been recognized with their efficiencies, which, as economic logic, benefit consumers at the end.
mostly or, in contrast, increasing prices or reducing market outputs. Of course, there have been controversial ideas that the law needs to consider other criteria such as, for example, to restrict the big business's impacts and send a promotion to the small alongside such protection of consumers, significantly as affected by the populist from the 19th century. Alternatively, some counterarguments pointed out the massive consumption of consumer welfare standard, which has allowed too many mergers to create too much concentration in too many markets. Ultimately, market power has become the most critical concern in the merger regulation. When the merger generates benefits, such as the economic scales' efficiency, it could favor consumers. Adversely, the merger law could detect and prohibit market powers, leading to monopolization and ten to injure consumers in the future. The other jurisdictions accordingly have converged with the EU at this point. Of course, the suspension of the VCL means that Vietnam finds challenges in mastering the objectives for its competition law. Under the market power approach above, the perspectives of Japan and the EU could contribute significant experience. It implies that the primary goal of the merger law needs to be the protection of competition because it, in turn, would bring other effects to the market as well as consumers and other market players. Moreover, "thereby," from the problems of market power raised by the business plan, the merger regulation could anticipate the lessening competition from various aspects, including the decreasing output, releasing innovation, or other types of dangers on consumers (Sec. Part III. B.).

Some scholars in Vietnam also made acquainted with this prospect. They identified that the law, which is to protect competition, is to protect the market and other economic factors, such as consumers. However, they included the enterprise and other business operators into the "other economic factor". Currently, it evidences that Vietnam has approached the plural interests regarding the goals for the competition law in general. The scholars proved that competition law in Vietnam needs to ensure various kinds of interests. To be familiar with this approach, Vietnam needs to have perceived its necessary emphasis. Indeed, the construction of regulatory priorities should depend upon the economic foundation. Mostly, to absorb this approach, the writing proposes that Vietnam should pay attention to the "effective competition" experienced from the EU's aspect. Naturally, the "free and fair competition" has become ancient and may lead to some obstacle for the economy nowadays. As suggested by some Vietnamese scholars, the approach to the workable competition also brings meaningless evidence. Overall, to achieve the market with effective competition and priority of consumer welfare could bring the law opportunities to restrictions on anti-competitive treatments as what preference of law, the scholars pointed out.

To an apparent position of the industrial policy

The discussions in OECD's round table in 2009 showed that competition policy in practice could play as a useful tool for backing to industrial policy's performance to the stable economy in scale effect. It can primarily prevent the domestic market from foreign monopolistic companies' predatory pricing activities, make a driving force to new industries, and reforms of technologies and management for companies' accomplishment. Interestingly, competition policy can exist whenever an industrial policy's positive impacts do not balance enough malicious attacks by anti-competitive reactions. Therefore, the implementation of industrial policy should position in a parallel stage with competition policy, and vice versa, for the provincial economy's productivity. What happened in Japan in history can be an interesting illustration of "obvious success and understandably legitimized government intervention in the economy". Partially, it was of the vigorous enforcement of industrial policy for the relationship between enterprises and investment, which, as Japanese recognition, was the driving force for its historical hot economic development. In other words, the relaxation of competition law enforcement played an essential role in contributing to the Japanese priorities in economic reconstruction. At the time, the JFTC and MITI had no visible "animosity" after the JAA adjustments in 1953. At that time, the legislation became more relaxation reacting to the vivid elasticity of economic conditions and its relevant industrial policy. It thereby released the JFTC's burden in front of the new competition policy. In merger control, merger plans face the prohibition only when they were "may substantially restrain competition," or when "unfair trade practices have been employed" in the course of transactions. The most important additional rule in the amendment 1953 was the unfair business practice. Moreover, it should be noted that the base of "substantially restrain competition" was also enacted for cartel regulation. It means the cartel per se illegal was deleted.

---

critical base of “substantially restrains competition” was continuously allayed any merger which even substantially restrains competition in any particular field of trade was still approved if “it is particularly necessary for the attainment of rationalization.” It resulted that “the number of violation cases taken by the JFTC was decreased” in response to the new regulation with the “co-called preventive or supplementary provisions concerning restrictive business practices were deleted from the JAA” 88.

It can be said that the motivation for these changes came from the factual elements in the Japanese economy and society. The termination of the Japanese – Korean War with the Peace Treaty in 1951 had significantly affected, resulting in the alteration in the United States’ policy to Japan, which played a vital role in the Japanese economy at the time 36,81,83,87,88. Accordingly, such an attitude was towards “allowing the smoother and easier introduction of foreign capital and procurement of capital which were very much needed for Japan to attain economic reconstruction more rapidly” 88.

Of course, these circumstances got down, the role of industrial policy did not have enough reasons to justify, the revitalization time of competition law and policy started, and JAA’s enforcement has become more and more durable. Instead of the subordinated tenets among the competition and industrial policy before the 1990s, like the typical model, the Japanese competition law nowadays, on the whole, includes “more clout” and “more powerful, independent, visible, and active” 89. Indeed, it has more demand for actively enhancing the JAA even though it has already directed “the value of competition and markets” 89.

Alongside tackling competition law goals and pursuing them, if introduced, Vietnam needs a clear insight into the industrial policy and different policies and legal frameworks for trade and economic development. It does not mean that Vietnam should eliminate such policies. However, it is reasonable to suggest a distinction in which Vietnam could find the appropriate pathway in incorporation with the competition law and policy implementation.

There are several pieces of evidence that Vietnam has much underlined the industrial policy. The remarkable proof could be the emphasis on the development of state-owned enterprises 90. The Resolution of the National Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam in 2001 strongly presented its statement to bring such actors as national champions to enhance their domestic and international competitiveness. More importantly, the VCL 2018 also reflects this aspect at Art. 6. Undoubtedly, these orients come at a price 90, especially for the approach that, for the domestic enterprise and economy’s strength, the competition law’s existence under the several improvements of market-oriented institutional plays a vital role 91.

By contrast, alongside the Vietnamese economy’s immature entrepreneurship, there was even the idea to deny the competition law’s soon existence, especially the extreme restriction as to the western model 3. Others argued that Vietnam, which seems to have a strong demand for government support from the industrial policy on the initial economic transformation progress, lacks conditions to enforce the competition policy 12. However, the current debate rejected the suggestions that other relevant laws could drive the competition policy, and even different norms such as, for example, bankrupted dissolutions or market natural extortion, could turn corporations into effective ways 3. The opponents argued that other laws find challenges to function as the competition law’s hands 80. As a result, the Vietnamese competition law was born.

It is not strange when Vietnam still introduces its industrial policy. Nonetheless, Vietnam has been currently confusing in the involvement of competition policy and industrial policy. The previous mention of the embarrassing targets on competition in tandem with collusion could prove that Vietnam had no solutions for the peaceful relationship between these two policies. At least, Vietnam presents no drastically definitive statement for competition 90. For the same situation where there has been the existing competition law, Vietnam could learn Japan to select the priority policy. Yes, it at first need a distinction between the competition policy and industrial policy.

However, it should be aware that Japan permitted a justified policy on the industry in history when it did not provide much consumption of merger remedies. Undoubtedly, merger remedies could not function to implement the industrial policy, but it could clear the desirable mergers that could meet the industrial policy achievement. In other words, the direction of mergers could go on even it has not needed more relaxation on competition law. More importantly, the proposed mergers also provide not anti-competitive effects with appropriate merger remedies.

In practice, Vietnam challenges to obligate the policy to enhance state-owned companies’ effectiveness; and tackle the practical aspect that the existing monopoly

88 Moreover, such a US’ policy was considered as a way to make Japan as 2bulwark against communist infiltration” in East side of the world.
90 Sec. 4.1 of The Strategy for Socio-Economic Development 2001-2010.
mostly comes from such a business sector. It especially made sense when the state-owned company was under the Ministry of Trade and Industry, which has also been authorized to implement the competition law and policy in Vietnam. In several circumstances, moreover, Vietnam positioned other Ministries as dispute settlers in merger cases. For example, the Ministry of Information and Communications has mainly stood in the cases of VNPT and Viettel and EVN Telecom and Viettel.

In practice, the context of industrial policy in Vietnam has been changing in front of the policy toward competition. Vietnam recently stated that it aims to put the public sector and private one into an equal competing ground under the market-based mechanism. However, there is an obstacle in which there has been misunderstanding about the state economic sector’s position. For instance, the present ideas may not identify that the state-owned economy’s concentration does not mean that Vietnam aims to create and maintain a monopoly. Notably, the accessible insight has been a not clear distinction of the monopoly’s harmful effects and the ineffective factual management in state-owned monopolist. These have affected to solve problems on the relationship between the industrial and competition policies in Vietnam, particularly for the business sector of state-owned enterprises. As a result, there has been a tendency toward industrial policy’s goal even if there is an existing statement that the implementation of competition law needs to be more strengthened.

One more time, Vietnam has a remaining pathway in the VCL 2018. In detail, it also provides that other ministries shall cooperate with the competition authority for the state management of the competition” (Art. 7.3.). It should be to remind that, after the period of the industrial policy’s dominance, Japan makes FTC strengthen and independent. Other governmental agencies also construct their Divisions of competition; however, these latter ones play roles in enhancing competitiveness as partially the industrial policy targets. Notably, the MITI also has its competition division, but it does not remain the competition policy implementation as in history. In brief, Vietnam needs to concern the problems when it calls for other administrative authorities in making competition law enforcement.

In the final, it should restate the suggestion that Vietnam needs an apparent distinction between competition law and industrial policy. It is even that Vietnam could maintain and send its industrial one preference but in the other active pathway. Under the perception that competition law does not prohibit the monopoly, it just supplies the restriction on unlawful monopolization and monopolist’s treatments. As a result, the most vital tool to avoid the conflict between these two policies, Vietnam needs to aim its successful merger enforcement to merge remedy applications as others.

CONCLUSION

The goals of competition law and policy play a notable navigator in law enforcement and lead to new rule inauguration regimes. However, Vietnam avoids signifying its goals in all two competition law versions, the VCL 2004 and the recent VCL 2018. There appears an increasing debate in the academic world in which competition law goals have been outlined in several ways.

Indeed, Vietnam has a demand to look at more developed countries for future policies to harmonize merger control law. According to some experts, Japan’s experience can provide useful lessons for developing countries or transitional economies. Moreover, Japan is the leading country participating in merger deals in Vietnam, which is forecasted to continue in the coming years. Aside from the US, Japan, and the EU merger regulations, there are suitable choices in a comparative study.

Overall, it implies that Vietnam, in its current progress, could remain the diverse objectives for competition law enforcement. Under the approach to plural interests, Vietnam must identify ones, or only one, for priority. From other legal systems’ perspectives, it sounds that Vietnam should mainly direct the “effective competition” particularly experienced from the EU’s aspect. Traditionally, the “free and fair competition” may be fluently perceived, but it seems too abstract and outdated. The formula of workable competition could supply significant aspects that impact the enhancement of firms’ competitiveness. Finally, consumer welfare could have remained for further achievements. At present, effective competition could partially target this goal.

Notably, Vietnam needs to maintain the distinction between competition policy and industrial policy. These two policies usually run along but for two different goals, which could be a conflict or reciprocity sometimes. The enforcement of competition law and policy meets the industrial policy’s demand in the circumstances does not pronounce that the two regulations always supply familiar outcomes. Of course, the researcher pointed out that “the text of a legal transplant is only one important consideration. Additionally, the context of competition law and the subtext of changes to the existing norms of economic regulation may be just as important to ‘importing’ antitrust law into developing nations or transitional economies.”
Vietnam could not destroy this for that one. However, to experience Japanese historical treatments, Vietnam could find the appropriate direction to peacefully execute the industrial policy under supporting conditions of the competition law and policy. As navigators, the stipulated goals would drive law enforcement precisely and powerfully. Not only merger regulation but also other branches of competition law need to be motivated by these pilots. Thus, further studies of competition law goals must expand into regulations on the cartel, market dominance, et cetera. Future research on merger control necessarily concerns how the legal goals drive the merger review, particularly in assessing mergers’ outcomes. In all, practical enforcement under the pilot of competition law objectives has a significant demand for deep consideration.

ABBREVIATIONS

DOJ The (US) Department of Justice
ECT The European Economic Community (EEC) Treaty (the Treaty of Rome in 1957)
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FTC The (US) Federal Trade Commission
JAA The Japanese Antimonopoly Act
MITI The (Japan) Ministry of International Trade and Industry
OECD The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
TFEU The (EU) Treaty on the Functioning of the Union
US The United States
VCL Vietnamese competition law
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